
Game Slaves 

Gard Skinner 

YA SKINNER 

A highly intelligent group of  

video game enemy non-player  

characters (NPCs) begins to  

doubt they are merely codes  

in a machine. Their search for  

answers leads them to a  

gruesome discovery. 
 

Virtual War 

Gloria Skurzynski 

YA SKURZYNSKI 

In a future world where global  

contamination limits human  

contact, three teens with unique  

genetically engineered abilities  

team up to wage a war in  

virtual reality. 
 

Bubble World 

Carol Snow 

YA SNOW 

After Fresia learns that her perfect  

life on a luxurious tropical island  

is not real, she is banished from  

her virtual world to the  

"mainland," where people are  

ugly, school is hard, and families  

are dysfunctional. 
 

In Real Life 

Lawrence Tabak 

YA TABAK 

Math prodigy Seth hopes to  

compete professionally playing  

Starfare, the world's most 

popular computer game, but  

when he gets the chance to  

move to Korea, he may not  

be ready for the culture shock. 
 

Deadly Pink 

Vivian Vande Velde 

YA VANDE VELDE 

Grace must find a way to get her  

older sister out of a princess- 

filled virtual reality RPG before  

it is too late. Also by this  

author: Heir Apparent. 

 

 

Glitch 

Heather Anastasiu 

YA PB ANASTASIU 

In the Community, where  

implanted computer chips  

have erased emotions and  

replaced thoughts, Zoe starts  

to malfunction when her own  

thoughts and feelings return.  

First in the Glitch trilogy. 
 

Feed 

M. T. Anderson 

YA ANDERSON 

In a future where most people  

have computer implants in  

their heads to control their  

environment, a boy meets an  

unusual girl with an outdated  

and malfunctioning feed. 
 

iDrakula 

Bekka Black 

PB YA BLACK 

An updated version of Dracula  

told through a series of text  

messages, instant messages,  

emails, and Web browser  

images. Jonathan Harker comes  

down with a rare blood disorder  

after meeting a mysterious Count  

in Romania.  
 

Guy in Real Life 

Steven Brezenoff  

YA BREZENOFF  

It’s Labor Day weekend in Saint  

Paul, MN, and Lesh, who wears  

black, listens to metal, and plays  

MMOs meets Svetlana, who  

listens to Bj̈örk and dungeon  

masters her own RPG.  

Graphic Novels 
 

Kimmie66 

Aaron Alexovich 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK ALEXOVICH 

 

Camilla D’Errico’s Burn 

Camilla D’Errico 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK D’ERRICO 

 

In Real Life 

Cory Doctorow 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK DOCTOROW 

 

.Hack//G. U. +. 

Tatsuya Hamazaki 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK HAMAZAKI 

 

Robot Dreams 

Sara Varon 

YA GRAPHIC BOOK VARON 
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Skinned 

Robin Wasserman 

YA WASSERMAN 

To save her from dying in a horrible  

accident, Lia's parents transplant her  

brain into a mechanical body. First  

in the Skinned series. 
 

Dirt Bikes, Drones, and  

Other Ways to Fly 

Conrad Wesselhoeft 

YA WESSELHOEFT 

Dirt-bike-riding daredevil Arlo  

catches the eye of the U.S. military  

with his first-place ranking on a  

video game featuring drone warfare. 

Tech Books 
for Teens 

Cyberpunk, Video Games, and more! 



 

Pulse 

Patrick Carman  

YA CARMAN 

In the year 2051, and most  

Americans live in one of two  

gigantic, modern States. Faith,  

part of a dwindling group that  

lives between the States, learns 

that she, like other misfits, has 

unusual abilities that could help 

when war begins. 

 

The Eye of Minds 

James Dashner 

YA DASHNER 

Michael is a skilled  

internet gamer in a world of  

advanced technology.  

When a cyber-terrorist  

begins to threaten players,  

Michael is called upon to seek 

him and his secret's out. First in 

the Morality Doctrine series.  

 

Hacking Timbuktu 

Stephen Davies 

YA DAVIES 

London teens Danny and  

Omar use their computer  

and parkour skills to elude  

pursuers as they follow  

clues in an Arabic manuscript  

to the mysterious cliffs of  

Bandiagara in sub-Saharan  

Afria seeking an ancient  

treasure. 

 

Doomed 

Tracy Deebs 

YA DEEBS 

Pandora Walker unwittingly  

unleashes cyber Armageddon  

on her seventeenth birthday  

and must play a virtual  

reality game in order to  

save the world. 

MindWar  

Andrew Klavan  

YA KLAVAN 

After a terrible accident left  

him crippled, Rick spends 

months hiding away in his  

room playing video games.  

High scores land him in The 

Realm, a government run game, 

as he works to thwart a cyber-

attack on America. But the more 

time he spends in The Realm, 

the more questions he has. 
 

Epic 

Conor Kostick 

YA KOSTICK 

On New Earth, a world based  

on a video role-playing game, 

Erik persuades his friends to aid 

him in some unusual gambits in  

order to save his father from 

exile and safeguard the futures 

of each of their families. 
 

Planesrunner 

Ian McDonald 

YA MCDONALD 

When Everett’s scientist father  

is kidnapped, he leaves a  

mysterious app on Everett's  

computer giving him access to 

the Infundibulum, a map of  

parallel earths, which is being  

sought by technologically  

advanced dark powers that  

Everett must elude while he  

tries to rescue his father. 
 

Streams of Babel 

Carol Plum-Ucci 

YA PLUM-UCCI 

Six teens face a bioterrorist  

attack on American soil as four  

are infected with a mysterious  

disease and two others, both  

brilliant computer hackers,  

assist the U. S. Intelligence  

Coalition in tracking the  

perpetrators. 

Little Brother 

Cory Doctorow 

YA DOCTOROW 

After being interrogated by  

the Department of Homeland  

Security in the aftermath of a  

major terrorist attack, Marcus  

uses his expertise in hacking  

to set things right. First in the  

Little Brother series.  
 

Brain Jack 

Brian Falkner 

PA YA FALKNER 

In a near-future New York City,  

computer genius Sam manages  

to hack into the AT&T network  

and sets off a chain of events  

that have a profound effect on  

the world. 
 

Messenger of Fear 

Michael Grant 

YA GRANT 

The Messenger of Fear brings  

justice to those who do wrong,  

creating frightening games where  

the players earn their redemption  

or lose their sanity. 
 

Who R U Really? 

Margo Kelly 

YA KELLY 

Thea connects with a fellow  

player of the online game 

Skadi, but although he claims  

to love her, she becomes  

uncomfortable with him  

and their relationship. 
 

Insignia 

S. J. Kincaid 

YA KINCAID 

Tom, a virtual reality game  

genius,is recruited by the U.S. 

Military to begin training as a 

Combatant in World War III, 

controlling the mechanized 

drones that do the actual fighting 

off-planet. First in the Insignia 

series. 


